
Coupit Adds Crypto Heavyweights to Advisory
Board
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, UNITED
STATES, April 12, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Coupit, the new
cryptocurrency platform destined to
become the go-to open marketplace for
e-commerce, has announced the
addition of David Johnson and Matthew
Burgess to its advisory board. Johnson is
the CEO and founder of Latium, a
tasking platform combining an AI-based
user reputation score with a “one-to-
many” task relationship structure.
Burgess is founder of Blockchain
Disruption Fund, LLC and a seed
investor in both Kraken and EOS.  

"Both of these gentlemen have significant
experience with blockchain ecosystems,
and they know what it takes to move a
platform to the next level," says Coupit
CEO Andrew Hamilton. "Their
involvement validates our open retail
marketplace model and provides
assurance to users and investors of
Coupit's soundness."

Johnson and Burgess join a team that boasts top blockchain expertise. Joel Garcia is Coupit's
software developer and designer; Eric Galen manages influencer relations and brand development.
Other members are Chris Dudley, CTO; Robert Tauler, legal counsel; and Alex Cabral, member
liaison.

Coupit is slated to be the Amazon.com of cryptocurrency. A decentralized marketplace built on the
NEO blockchain, it provides a robust incentive program for businesses and consumers. Coupit offers
a revolutionary affiliate platform using an NEP-5 token and combining a reward ecosystem with a
giant e-commerce marketplace.  

Read more at https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/coupit-ico-coup-token/

Coupit token presale is May 12. Andrew Hamilton is available for interview; please contact him
through Newsroom PR.
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